Introduction
Nucleic acids are essential for all known forms of living organisms, which are considered to be the foundation of life. They are of great importance due to their functions in encoding, transmitting, and expressing genetic information. Recent discoveries reveal that specific sequences of nucleic acids, referred as aptamers, possess unique binding characteristics to their targets. The name aptamer is derived from the Latin word "aptus", and means "to fit". [1] Aptamers, first reported by Ellington and Gold in 1990, [1, 2] are single-stranded DNA or RNA sequences (most recently, peptides) that can specifically bind to targets by folding into well-defined three-dimensional structures. Since their discoveries, aptamers have garnered tremendous attention for the design of biosensors, target imaging agents and drug delivery. Theoretically, they can be selected for any given target. [3] [4] [5] To date, numerous high-affinity aptamers have been selected for a broad range of target molecules including metal ions, peptides, drugs, proteins, and even whole cells or viruses. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Aptamers are considered as chemicals or synthetic "antibodies" due to their reassembly ability to bind related targets with high affinity and specificity. However, several unique characteristics of aptamers promise their unprecedented advantages compared to antibodies. First, in principle aptamers can be selected in vitro for any given targets, overcoming the limitations of the need for cell lines or animals. Therefore, aptamers can also be selected against toxic or
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International Publisher non-immunogenic targets since the process is independent on the introduction of an animal immune system, as is necessary for antibody production. Second, aptamers, once selected, can be synthesized with high reproducibility and purity with a large quantity. Third, with the understanding of the aptamer critical sequence for target binding, it becomes much easier to further modify aptamers with functional groups while retaining the affinity of the aptamer, such as fluorophores, nanoparticles, or enzymes. Fourth, aptamers are very stable and can recover their active conformation after thermal denaturation, which is not the case for antibodies.
With deeper understanding of aptamers in terms of their conformational and ligand-binding properties, they have been widely used in various fields. A number of excellent reviews emphasizing the bioanalytical applications have been published. [12] [13] [14] [15] For example, Tan et al., recently summarized bioanalytical applications of the cell-based selected aptamers. [13] With the development of biosensors using aptamers as recognition units, cancer diagnosis in early stages becomes promising in clinical practices. Meanwhile, targeted therapeutic drug delivery to cancer cells and tissues possesses a bright future with the help of aptamers, which can reduce side effects of most chemotherapeutic drugs. However, the applications of aptamers specially focusing on cancer diagnosis and therapy are seldom summarized. Moreover, cancer theranostics based on aptamers, which is novel concept in cancer treatment, has not been included in the previous reviews. Thus, the aim of this review is to provide a summary of the recent achievements in the applications of aptamers for cancer diagnosis, imaging, and therapy.
Aptamer Selection

Systematic Evolution of Ligand by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX)
The SELEX approach is commonly used to select interesting aptamers by an iterative process of in vitro selection and amplification. [16, 17] The SELEX process starts with a chemically synthesized random oligonucleotides library, which contains 10 13 to 10 16 motifs of different sequences. For the selection of RNA aptamers, the DNA library is converted into an RNA library before the RNA SELEX process. The selection process consists of five steps: 1) binding, incubation of the library with the target; 2) partition, isolation of target-bound sequences from unbound ones; 3) elution from a complex via chromatography; 4) amplification, generation of a new pool of nucleic acids by PCR (for DNA libraries) or RT-PCR (for RNA libraries); and 5) conditioning, in which in vitro transcription and purification of relevant ssDNA are included. [18] Isolation of the bound DNA/RNA from unbound ones is the most crucial step. Generally, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] rounds of selection and efficient removal of unbound species are preferred to obtain an ideal aptamer with sufficient specificity and binding affinity. The traditional SELEX process is often labor-intensive, time-consuming, and cost of finances and resources. Therefore, most of the works were focused on shortening the selection period, while maintaining the aptamer affinity to targets. For instance, affinity chromatography [15, 19] , magnetic separation technology [20, 21] , kinetic capillary electrophoresis [22] [23] [24] , and microfluidic [25, 26] strategies were applied to aptamter SELEX.
Cell-SELEX
The targets of aptamers range from small organic and inorganic molecules to peptides, proteins, and even whole live cells. The intrinsic properties of aptamers have shown many important applications in bioanalysis, biomedicine, and particularly in cancer-related research (cancer biomarker discovery, imaging, diagnosis and therapy). [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] A large number of aptamers have been demonstrated against cancer-related proteins, such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), tenascin-C, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer (NFκB) of activated B cells, and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PMSA). [33, 34] However, most of the target proteins are produced from purified protein sources. The binding affinity of these aptamers in a physiological context needs further investigation.
To overcome these limitations, cell-SELEX was developed and has become one of the most widely-used methods for aptamer selection. Unlike traditional SELEX targeting on isolated molecules, cell-SELEX targets a whole live cell. It ensures the native conformations of the cell-surface proteins, and the developed aptamers are highly suitable for biological applications. Moreover, there is no need to know the quantity or types of proteins on the cell surface, which brings great convenience and simplifies the selection process. The selected aptamers by cell-SELEX can specifically target one specific type of cancer cells but not the others or normal cells, indicating their high selectivity. The main steps of cell-SELEX are similar to traditional SELEX, including incubation, partitioning, and amplification. More details are illustrated in Figure 1 . [13] A large pool of nucleic acids is incubated with target cell lines. After sequential positive selection, the unbound DNA is washed away and the target cell-bounded DNAs are eluted. The target cell-bounded DNAs are then treated at a specific elevated temperature for disrupting the interaction between DNA and the proteins on the cell surfaces, allowing for the release of DNA. DNA sequences that bind to the target cell line are then collected and further incubated with negative cell lines (counter selection). A following amplification process is employed for the DNAs that do not bind to the negative cell lines. These selected ssDNAs are then used as the library for the next rounds of selection until aptamers with high binding affinity toward the target cell line are produced.
Cell-SELEX has a set of unique properties, such as the ability of simultaneous generation of a panel of aptamers (which may have different molecular targets) and no requirement of prior knowledge of a cell's molecular signature. The improvements in the selection process have generated a large number of aptamers against various targets with high affinity, leading to their broader applications not only limited in (bio)analytical fields, but also in disease treatment, especially in cancer therapy. Some aptamers have been developed against a few types of cancer cells, including leukemia (e.g., lymphocytic leukemia, myeloid leukemia), liver cancer, lung cancer, and brain cancer. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] In the following sections, we will focus on their applications for cancer diagnosis and therapy.
Cancer Diagnosis using Aptamers
Aptasensors
Early cancer diagnosis is vital for disease prevention and treatment. Multiple types of sensors have been developed for the detection of cancer-related proteins, small molecules and cancer cells. However, most of them rely on antibody-antigen binding assays to capture and monitor target proteins, which often require a sandwich system to detect their targets. [40, 41] A sandwich system uses two different types of antibodies to identify the target, and the antibody affinities vary from batch to batch, which brings difficulties in the development of reliable sensors for diagnostics. To overcome these limitations, aptamers have extensively been tested as cancer diagnostic tools due to their highly selective binding force for cancer-related molecules and cells. The capability of aptamers to detect small differences between proteins with similar structure allows them to differentiate cancerous from noncancerous cells based on their unique cell-surface homology. Moreover, compared to antibodies, aptamers changes the conformation when they bind to their targets. This conformation change provides a possibility to design the unique, switchable aptasensors which cannot be achieved by antibody. Therefore, aptamers have been used as the recognition unit and signal switch unit in the fabrication of aptasensors for cancer-related biomarkers. 
Optical aptasensors
The biosensors for detection of cancer-related biomarkers and cancer cells with aptamers were fabricated using fluorescence as an output signal due to their high sensitivity. Cancer-related biomarkers were always chosen as the targets for early diagnosis of cancer using fluorescent aptasensors. For instance, Freeman et al. presented a series of optical aptasenor-based methods for VEGF detection. [42] In their work, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based sensors, chemiluminescence aptasensors and chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer (CRET) aptasensor were developed based on the VEGF-induced conformation change of the probe. By introducing exonuclease III (Exo III) into the optical aptasensor system, an amplified fluorescent sensor was developed for the detection of VEGF with a detection limit of 5 pM. Cho et al. developed a single-step surface-enhanced fluorescent aptasensor targeting VEGF165, a predominant biomarker of cancer angiogenesis ( Figure 2 ). [43] The aptasensor combined an aptamer-target interaction for target recognition and a nanoplasmonic-fluorophore interaction for signal enhancement, which provided a good linear range from 1.25 pM to 1.25 µM. Moreover, it showed its high specificity for VEGF165 against PDGF-BB, osteopontin (OPN), VEGF 121 , and NaCl.
Furthermore, a number of researches were focused on the direct cancer cell detection using aptasensors. For example, Chen et al. produced an aptamer-conjugated FRET silica nanoparticle assay to perform simultaneous multiplexed detection of different cancer cells. [44] Through doping different amounts of fluorophores into silica nanoparticles, different colored nanoparticles were obtained by a single wavelength excitation. Three different cancer cells, including Toledo, CEM and Ramos, were successfully distinguished by the aptamer-conjugated coded FRET silica nanoparticles. In order to extract the detected cancer cells from the matrix, Herr et al. developed a sandwich structure using aptamer-modified fluorescent nanoparticles and aptamer-modified magnetic nanoparticles. [45] By combination of these two aptamer-modified nanoparticles, CCRF-CEM cells were detected and extracted from complex mixtures including whole blood samples, which demonstrate the potential application for medical diagnostics. Recently, Yin et al. developed a label-free and turn-on aptasensor for cancer cell detection based on fluorescent DNA-silver nanoclusters (AgNCs). [46] As shown in Figure 3 , a hairpin-shaped recognition probe containing an aptamer sequence, a guanine-rich sequence and an arm segment was constructed. Then, a signal probe that contained a template sequence for AgNCs synthesis and a complementary sequence to the arm segment of the recognition probe was also included. Triggered by the presence of target cancer cells, the recognition probe changed the hairpin conformation through the strong binding between aptamers and cancer cells. The hybridization between the arm segment of the recognition probe and linker sequence of the signal probe brought the guanine-rich DNA and AgNCs closer to each other, resulting in the fluorescence enhancement. With this turn-on method, CCRF-CEM cancer cells could be detected as low as 150 cells in 200 µL binding buffer. In these fluorescent aptasensors, the introduction of fluorescent nanomaterials facilitated the sensitivity due to the brighter fluorescence and better photostability. Meanwhile, several fluorescent aptasensors were also used for cancer cell and tissue fluorescence imaging in vitro and in vivo, which will be discussed in the next section.
Besides fluorescent aptasensors, colorimetric and Raman aptasensors were also introduced for the detection of cancer-related biomarkers. [47] [48] [49] [50] For example, Medley et al. developed an aptamer-modified, gold nanoparticles-based colorimetric assay for the direct detection of cancerous cells. [48] In this work, the aptamer-modified gold nanoparticles could be assembled around the target cancerous cells. The close proximity between gold nanoparticles on cell surface would cause a shift in the absorption spectra of the gold nanoparticles. This difference could be exhibited by the color change and absorption spectra change. With measuring the absorbance at 650 nm, the limit of detection of the target cells was 90 cells, which has potential to be used as a powerful tool for point of care diagnostics. Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) spectrum was also used for the detection of cancer cells and guidance for the therapy. [51] As shown in Figure 4 , Wu et al. developed an aptamer-guided Ag-Au nanostructure for the detection of the target cancer cells (MCF-7). Compared to the non-target cells, including HepG2 and MCF-10A cells, the aptamer-guided Ag-Au nanostructure demonstrated high affinity and specificity for MCF-7 cells through the binding between the aptamer (S2.2) and MUC1 mucin. In addition, with the guidance of the Raman analysis to the target cancer cell, the Ag-Au nanostructure could be used for the photothermal therapy of cancer.
Electrochemical aptasensors
Besides fluorescent aptasensors, electrochemical sensors were also utilized for the sensitive detection of cancer-related biomarkers and cancer cells due to their advantages of high sensitivity, low cost, and the potential for clinical practice. [52] Usually, there were two strategies for the fabrication of electrochemical aptasensors. Sandwich structure, which was similar to antibody-target-antibody, was the first method to detect the cancer biomarkers and cells. 41 The second one was based on the conformation change of aptamers when they bond to their targets. [53, 54] This conformation change would bring the electrochemical active molecules close to or away from the electrode, which generated the "signal-on" and "signal-off" aptasensors. As shown in Figure 5 , Zhu et al. developed a sandwich electrochemical sensor for the detection of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) and HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells. [55] Firstly, a monoantiboy of HER2 (Anti-HER2) was conjugated on the surface of gold nanoparticles modified on the electrode. Then, a bioconjugate of hydrazine-AuNP-Aptamer (Hyd-AuNP-Apt) was prepared to recognize the target molecule and cell, and reduce silver ions on the surface of AuNPs for signal amplification. In the presence of target biomarkers or cancer cells, a sandwich structure was formed on the surface of an electrode. By introducing silver ions, the deposited silver was detectable by the bare eye and an optical microscope. Meanwhile, the target biomarker and cancer cells could be quantitatively measured using stripping voltammetry. The SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells could be detected in human serum samples as low as 26 cells/mL. Compared to the sandwich construction method, the conformation change aptasensor is advanced method for detection. First of all, no antibody is used in this method, which not only reduces the cost, but also increases the reproducibility. Second, the modification steps are less than that in the sandwich structure. These advantages make this method easier to be practiced in clinic. For the development of the second type of electrochemical aptasensors for biomarkers' detection, Ma et al. recently developed a facile aptamer-modified gold electrode ( Figure 6 ). [56] Mucin1 (MUC1), implicated the presence of a variety of cancers, was chosen as a model for detection in the assay. By modifying the anti-MUC1 DNA aptamers on the surface of gold electrode, these DNA single strands formed a hairpin structure without the MUC1. Therefore, the electron transfer between methylene blue (MB) and the gold electrode was facilitated. However, in the presence of MUC1, the hairpin structured aptamer bonded to MUC1, and then MB was relocated away from the gold electrode, which hindered the electron transfer. The detection limit (50 nM) and dynamic response range (up to 1.5 µM) in this assay were all better than that of commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits, which shows promise in clinical applications.
Other types of aptasensors
Except these two commonly used analytical methods for the fabrication of aptasensors, there were several other kinds of aptasensors that were designed for the detection of cancer-related biomarkers and cancer cells. For example, Lee et al. reported an electrical detection method of VEGFs by using anti-VEGF aptamer-modified silicon nanowire field-effect transistors (SiNW-FETs). [57] A low detection limit of 1 nM for n-type SiNW-FETs and 100 pM for p-type SiNW-FETs were obtained, indicating the potential for cancer diagnosis.
Chemiluminescence, which has no autofluorescence interference induced by photoexcitation occurring in a chemiluminescence reaction, has also been used as an advanced and versatile tool for cancer cell detection. [58, 59] For example, Bi et al. developed a chemiluminescence imaging array for the detection of Ramos cells (human Burkitt's lymphoma cells) by combining the cell aptamer recognition with the amplification of bio-bar-code nanotechnology and rolling circle amplification. [60] The proposed array exhibited a broad dynamic range, great sensitivity and selectivity, indicating the great potential of the developed aptasensor in the field of disease diagnostics and clinical analysis.
Other signals were also used for the detection of cancer cells, such as ultrasound, radiologic and MRI signals. However, most of these methods focus on in vitro and in vivo imaging. We thus integrate those parts into the next section about the cancer imaging.
Overall, aptamers were widely used for the fabrication of different types of biosensors for detection of cancer-related biomarkers and cancer cells. Aptamers not only increase the selectivity to the targets detection, but also can be used as a transducer when the binding between the targets and aptamers occurs, which simplifies the construction of aptasensors.
Aptamers for Cancer Imaging In Vivo
As previously described, aptamers can be used to detect various cancer cells due to the strong binding between aptamers and their targets (primarily on the extracellular domains of the cell surface). However, aptamers do not possess imaging ability without further modification. Therefore, different types of imaging agents conjugated with aptamers have been developed for tumor cells and tissues imaging in vitro and in vivo, which would significantly improve prognosis and even cure cancer.
Fluorescence imaging using aptamers
Fluorescence imaging has become one of the most widespread cancer-targeted imaging tools for both cells and tissues of living animals. Among all the fluorescence imaging systems, fluorophores and fluorescent nanomaterials are the most useful fluorescent tags. Aptamers by themselves do not have the fluorescent properties, in which case extra modification with imaging agents is necessary. Since aptamers are chemically synthesized, fluorophores can be modified to the 5' end, the 3' end or the middle of aptamers via phosphoramidite chemistry. After such a chemical modification, aptamers may be used in fluorescence imaging. For example, Kunii et Cy5-labeled aptamer conjugate (TD05-Cy5) for fluorescence imaging of Ramos xenograft in nude mice. The TD05-Cy5 showed effective recognition of tumors with high sensitivity and specificity via intravenous injection. [64] Furthermore, in order to improve the image contrast by reducing background signals, an activatable aptamer probe (AAP) was developed for in vivo cancer imaging by the same group. [65] As shown in Figure 7A , the AAP was constructed by aptamer sgc8 (A-strand), a poly-T linker (T-strand) and a short DNA sequence (C-strand) complementary to a part of A-strand. A fluorophore FAM and a quencher BHQ1 were modified at either terminus to form the quenched state of the AAP through FRET. When the target cancer cells (CCRF-CEM cells) were recognized by the AAP, the conformation of the AAP would change to bind to the target cells. Therefore, the fluorescence intensity of FAM increased dramatically due to the conformation switch of the AAP. The low background of the quenched AAP ensured the high signal-to-background ratios and enhanced contrast for the targeting in vivo cancer imaging ( Figure 7B ).
Increasing efforts have been devoted to the development of fluorophore-labeled aptamers as imaging agents. [64] However, they normally suffer from photobleaching and low brightness, resulting in poor imaging and low sensitivity. Moreover, for those cancer cells in their early stages of tumor genesis, they may have a very low density of targets on the cell surface for aptamer binding. Therefore, development of highly sensitive and stable imaging agents is extremely urgent. Nanomaterial-based fluorescent tags bring great advantages for cancer imaging in terms of their large stoke shift, strong brightness, excellent photostability, large surface area, and tunable sizes. Various types of nanomaterials have been applied for in vivo and in vitro cancer cell detection and imaging, including graphene oxide nanosheets, [66] lanthanide-doped nanoparticles, [63, 67] quantum dots (QDs), [63] silica nanoparticles, [68] and etc. [69] For example, carbon nanodots have been attracted significant attentions in the field of fluorescence imaging due to their unique properties, such as green synthetic route, great biocompatibility, easy surface modification, and self-illumination. [70] Lee et al. successfully used aptamer-conjugated carbon nanodots as an imaging probe for cancer cells targeting. [70] In another example, Zhang et al. used an aptamer-modified CdTe:Zn 2+ QDs as efficient fluorescence nanomaterials, which were designed for the first time for appli-cation in active tumor-targeted imaging in vitro and in vivo. [71] The confocal images confirmed the strong binding between the aptamer-QDs and lung cancer cells but not in the various controls. In the in vivo imaging study, the aptamer-QDs and nonaptamer QDs were intravenously injected into tumor-bearing nude mice. Strong fluorescence signals were detected from tumor-bearing mice treated with aptamer-QDs, while no signal was detected with that of non-aptamer QDs (Figure 8 ). These results strongly showed the aptamer-QDs' potential as efficient probes for tumor diagnosis applications. Even the fluorescence imaging using aptamers has excellent resolution and can monitor the response on molecular level; the penetration depth for in vivo imaging is the challenge to achieve the clinical trials. In order to increase penetration depth and decrease the background interference, near-infrared fluorescence (700 -1000 nm) is the most promising region to be used for the in vivo fluorescence imaging.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using aptamers
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the most frequently used hospital imaging techniques, which detects the interaction of protons (or certain other nuclei) with each other and/or with the surrounding molecules. Contrast agents are often used to further enhance endogenous contrast in MRI by selectively shortening either the T1 (longitudinal) or T 2 (transverse) relaxation time. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, Mn 3 O 4 nanoparticles, and gadolinium-based nanoparticles are commonly used as contrast agents for tracking different cell types. [72] [73] [74] [75] By surface modification of these contrast agents with aptamers, they can specifically target cancer cells to give diagnostic images. For example, Yin et al. synthesized novel nanocomposites, composing a magnetic nanoparticle core and layer of Ru(bpy)3 2+ -doped silica matrix shell, and then a DNA aptamer (AS1411) was covalently attached to the surface of silica for tumor cell targeting. [76] The resultant nanocomposite was reported having the ability of simultaneous fluorescence and magnetic resonance imaging of cancer cells. Li et al. developed a novel cancer-cells-triggered controlled-release gadolinium-doped strontium hydroxyapatite nanorods (Gd:SrHap NRs) system in which aptamers were acted as not only a cap but also a targeted molecule. [77] With Gd:SrHap NRs' intrinsic properties, such as fluorescence and paramagnetism, they might be served as good contrast agents for targeting fluorescence imaging and MRI. Schematic representation of the novel strategy for in vivo cancer imaging using activatable aptamer probe (AAP) based on cell membrane protein-triggered conformation alteration. The AAP consists of three fragments: a cancer-targeted aptamer sequence (A-strand), a poly-T linker (T-strand), and a short DNA sequence (C-strand) complementary to a part of the A-strand, with a fluorophore and a quencher attached at either terminus. In the absence of a target, the AAP is hairpin structured, resulting in a quenched fluorescence. When the probe is bound to membrane receptors of the target cancer cell, its conformation is altered, thus resulting in an activated fluorescence signal. Reprinted with permission from ref. [65] . Copyright (2011) PNAS. encapsulated with an amino functionalized silica shell. Then, a fluorophore, rhodamine, was doped into the silica shell to carry out the fluorescence imaging in vitro. On the surface of the silica shell, the amphiphilic polymer poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) was modified to enhance its biocompatibility in vivo. Finally, the aptamer AS411 was modified on the end of the PEG chains. The in vivo MRI studies on the tumor-bearing mice demonstrated efficient targeting ability to tumor. Meanwhile, the favorable biodistribution of the nanocomposite was also observed.
Other types of imaging using aptamers
Computed tomography (CT), positron electron tomography (PET), single photon emission commuted tomography (SPECT), and ultrasonic imaging are also commonly diagnostic tools. [79] [80] [81] [82] For example, Jon's group used a drug-loaded aptamer-gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) bioconjugate for combined CT imaging and therapy of prostate cancer. [83] These PSMA-aptamer-AuNPs bioconjugates were able to specifically bind to target prostate cancer cells and showed more than 4-fold greater CT intensity for a targeted LNCaP cell than that of a nontargeted PC3 cell.
Both SPECT and PET are radionuclide-based imaging techniques and have great tissue penetration capability. Different radioisotopes, such as 99m Tc, 111 In, and 125 I for SPECT, 11 C, 18 F, 76 Br, and 64 Cu for PET, are used. [84] [85] [86] Impressive aptamer-involved experiments have been carried out on the development of new imaging tools. Each imaging modality has its advantages and disadvantages in terms of sensitivity, tissue penetration, spatial resolution, clinic potential, and etc. Combination of two or more imaging modalities may give complementary information, such as the combination of fluorescence imaging and MRI. Continuously great efforts should be put in the development of aptamers in the imaging field, especially towards the development of clinically aptamer-based target imaging agents. In another direction, due to the conformation change of aptamers once they bind to the targets, the "smart" signal-on imaging probes should be developed. Through this type of "smart" probes, the background signal can be greatly reduced and enhance the detection sensitivity and accuracy. This is a unique function that antibody probes cannot be finished.
Cancer Therapy Using Aptamer
Selective target to cancer cells and tissues is the biggest challenge in cancer therapy. Many chemotherapeutic agents have excellent killing efficiency to cancer cells. However, the health cells and tissues are usually destroyed at the same time, resulting in serious side effects. Therefore, drug delivery to target cancer cells and tissues becomes one of the most important areas for cancer treatment. Aptamers, not only can be used for the diagnosis of different diseases as targeting ligands, but also can be used for the therapy of different diseases with enhanced therapeutic efficiency. Up to date, there are several aptamers have been undergone the clinical trials for different diseases. Because targets of aptamers are determined through the selection process by researchers, the applications of aptamers for therapeutics can vary in the treatment of different diseases. In these diseases, cancer was most interesting region and majority of studies were focused on the therapy of various cancer. Therefore, in the following section, the applications of aptamers in cancer therapy are introduced.
Aptamers as Therapeutic Drugs
Due to the specific recognition ability of aptamers with their target biomolecules, they can be used to modulate some biological activities. Therefore, aptamers are able to work as therapeutic agents for several diseases by interfering with key molecules in the process of the disease development. [87, 88] For example, the first aptamer (named Macugen) targeted to human VEGF for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration (AMD) was approved by U.S.
FDA in 2004.
Recently, aptamers used for cancer treatment were also developed as therapeutic agents. The most successful aptamer for cancer treatment probably is AS 1411. AS 1411 was developed by Aptamera (Louiseville, KY), formally named as AGRO100. It is an unmodified guanosine rich 26-mer DNA strand. [89] AS1411, which was discovered via serendipity instead of SELEX process, showed growth-inhibitory properties in several cancer cell lines, including prostate, breast, lung and cervical cancer cell lines. The exact mechanism for the therapeutic activity of AS1411 was not totally understood. However, there were several pathways that might be induced by AS1411 for its growth-inhibitory activity. AS1411, known as guanosine rich oligonucleotides, could form a stable G-quartet-containing structure, which was able to bind with nucleolin. Nucleoline was highly expressed on the surface and cytoplasm of cancer cells. Therefore, AS1411 was able to specifically bind to the surface of cancer cells and then internalize into the cells. [90] Further studies showed that the internalized aptamer-nucleolin complex resulted in the inhibition of DNA replication and cytotoxicity against cancer cells. AS1411 could also bind with nuclear factor-κB to inhibit its activity and destabilize BCL-2 mRNA that all can inhibit cell proliferation. [91] This aptamer has been undergone the animal trials and is in Phase II clinical trials for AML. Interestingly, Choi et al. found that the cancer-selective antiproliferative activity of aptamers might be due to the G-rich oligodeoxygnucleotides, which formed the G-quadruplex structure. [26] This G-quadruplex structure enhanced the nuclease digestion resistance and cell uptake efficiency. Meanwhile, it bound to several important proteins to interfere with intracellular pathways and resulted in the antiproliferative activity for cancer cells. These findings might shed light on the design and development of G-rich aptamers for cancer treatments.
Aptamers as Targeting Ligands for Drug Delivery
Besides the therapeutic effect of aptamers for cancer treatment, most of the aptamer-involved investigations for cancer therapy focus on the specific targeting ability to different cancer cells. As a result, aptamers were widely used as targeting ligands for drug delivery. In the next section, the applications of aptamers for delivering different therapeutic agents to cancer cells and tissues will be discussed.
Chemotherapy
The high recognition specificity and targeting ability of aptamers provide an excellent platform for the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents, which suffer from the poor selectivity for cancer cells and serious side effect to health cells. Aptamer-drug and ap-tamer-nanomaterials are the two main strategies to deliver drugs into specific cancer cells and tissues.
Aptamer-drug system
In the preparation of aptamer-drug complex, non-covalent and covalent conjugation methods were used. Doxorubicine (DOX), an anticancer drug, is the most widely used chemotherapeutic drug for fabricating therapeutic models in research. The anticancer ability of DOX is due to its ability to intercalate into DNA, resulting in the disruption of DNA replication and transcription. Therefore, DOX can be delivered to tumor cells by intercalating into aptamers, which are DNA strands. [92] For example, Bagalkot et al. specifically delivered DOX into LNCaP cells through aptamers' binding ability to the prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) on LNCaP cells. [93] A significantly higher therapeutic efficiency of the aptamer-DOX to LNCaP was observed compared to PC3 cells without PSMA expressing. The results demonstrated that the intercalating aptamer-DOX complex could be used for targeting therapy of cancer cells and reduction of side effect on non-target cells. To increase the loading and therapeutic efficiency, Zhu et al. fabricated DNA nanotrains triggered by an aptamer of sgc8 for delivering DOX into specific cancer cells (CEM). [94] As shown in Figure 10 , two hairpin monomers (M1 and M2) were triggered to hybridize by the introduction of sgc8. After the formation of DNA nanotrains, DOX was intercalated in the nanotrains (aptNTr-DOX). Because of the high numbers of "boxcar" compartments in the nanotrains, the aptNTr-DOX complex had high payloads for the delivery of drugs. By the selective binding between sgc8 and CEM cells, a large amount of DOX was delivered to the CEM cells using the nanotrains. In vitro and in vivo results from the treatment of CEM cancer cells and tissues with aptNTr-DOX complex showed enhanced therapeutic efficiency and reduced side effects.
Although the non-covalent conjugation for chemotherapeutic agents in aptamers is a facile and efficient method for the targeting delivery, it suffers from several limitations. The most serious one is the unpredicted release of the drugs from aptamers before they approach the targeted cells and tissues. This issue could be solved by covalent conjugation between the drugs and aptamers. Stable bonds, such as ester, amide and disulfide were widely used for covalent conjugation of aptamers and drugs, For instance, Huang et al. developed a DOX-sgc8 conjugate using the hydrazine linker for the targeting delivering of DOX into CEM cells specifically. [95] However, the payload in this complex was limited and the small molecular complex would be hurdled by the rapid clearance from the blood and decrease the targeting efficiency. Therefore, functional nanomaterials were coupled with aptamers to improve these limitations for the drug delivery.
Aptamer-nanomaterials system
Recently, rapid development of nanomaterials provides an excellent platform for drug delivery. First of all, nanomaterials with a certain range of diameters can target to tumor tissues through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, which is known as passive targeting. Secondly, when aptamers are modified on the surface of nanomaterials, the active targeting can be carried out both in vitro and in vivo for cancer therapy. These two targeting pathways of aptamer-nanomaterials system ensure the more efficient selective therapy. Therefore, there are a number of studies that have been reported to fabricate the aptamer-nanomaterials complex for drug delivery. [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] The most utilized nanomaterials for drug delivery include AuNPs, [102, 103] QDs, [104, 105] silica nanoparticles, [106, 107] liposomes, [108] polymer micelles, [109] superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, [110] carbon nanotubes [111] and graphene-related materials. [112, 113] In these nanomaterials-based delivery systems, aptamers were usually modified on the surface to render the targeting ability. The drug loading strategy contained several different modes.
For some of nanomaterials, such as silica nanoparticles, liposomes and polymer micelles, drugs were doped or conjugated inside of the nanoparticles through electrostatic attraction or covalent conjugation. Silica nanoparticles have been used for cancer diagnosis and therapy by doping the imaging agents or chemotherapeutic agents in the silica matrix. [107] By modifying the cancer cell-specific DNA aptamer on the surface of mesoporous silica nanoparticles, Zhu et al. developed a cancer cell targeting and intracellular controlled-release drug delivery system. [114] Fluorescein was used as a model drug in this work. The feasibility of the aptamer-silica nanoparticles' for drug delivery into target cancer cells was demonstrated by detecting the emitted fluorescence from fluorescein. In 2012, Aravind et al. developed a paclitaxel doped silica nanoparticles, which were conjugated with a cancer-targeted aptamer. [106] The resulting Apt-Si-PTX nanoparticles showed enhanced selective killing efficiency for cancer cells compared to that of normal cells. Figure 10 . Schematics of the self-assembly of aptamertethered DNA nanotrains (aptNTrs) for transport of molecular drugs in theranostic applications. (A) Self-assembly of aptNTrs from short DNA building blocks (1) upon initiation from a chimeric aptamer-tethered trigger probe. The resultant long nanotrains (2) were tethered with aptamers working as locomotives on one end, withmultiple repetitive "boxcars" to be loaded with molecular drugs (3). AFM images (1-3) showed themorphologies of the corresponding nanostructures [1,M1+M2; 2, sgc8-NTrs; 3, sgc8-NTrs loaded with molecular drugs (Dox)]. (B) The drugs were specifically transported to target cancer cells via aptNTrs, unloaded, and induced cytotoxicity to target cells. The fuorescence of drugs loaded onto nanotrains was quenched ("OFF"), but was recovered upon drug unloading ("ON"), enabling this platform to signal target recognition and drug unloading. Reprinted with permission from ref. [94] . Copyright (2013) PNAS.
Due to the unique structure of liposomes, they can delivery hydrophobic drugs in their lipid bilayer membranes and load the hydrophilic drugs in the aqueous core. Therefore, liposomes have been widely used in the drug delivery for disease treatment since they were initially developed four decades ago. [115] Recently, liposomes were conjugated with aptamers to increase their targeting efficiency for drug delivery to cancer cells and tissues. [116] For instance, Kang et al. fabricated a sgc8 aptamer modified liposome for delivering dextran-FITC, which was acted as a model drug. [117] Furthermore, Xing et al. developed a DOX doped liposome for the real drug delivery in vitro and in vivo cancer models. [98] As shown in Figure 11 , the chemotherapeutic drug DOX was doped in the aqueous core of the liposome. [98] And AS1411aptamer (targeted to nucleline) was connected to liposome through the hydrophobic interaction between lipid bilayer membranes and the cholesterol end on the aptamer. With this functionalized liposome, the drug delivery and therapeutic efficiency to target cancer cells and tissues were investigated, which showed improved anticancer efficacy targeting to the MCF-7 breast cancer cells and xenograft MCF-7 breast tumors in nude mice. The modification of PEG on the surface of liposome not only increased its biocompatibility, but also prolonged the blood cyclic lifetime which enhanced the targeting efficiency to the tumor tissues in mice.
Polymer micelles are another type of nanomaterials that have been used for the delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs using aptamer as the targeting ligands. [98] Dhar et al. synthesized the aptamer conjugated poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles for the delivery of platinum compound (cisplatin). [118] The PLGA nanoparticles' surface was modified with anti-PSMA aptamers to selectively kill cancer cells. It was found that the therapeutic efficiency for cancer cells of the aptamer modified PLGA nanoparticles was 4.3 times higher than that of the non-targeted PLGA nanoparticles. Moreover, the same group carried out in vivo investigation using these aptamer-cisplatin-PLGA nanoparticles for tumor therapy. [119] The aptamer-cisplatin-PLGA nanoparticles showed prolonged blood half-life and the dosage was only 0.3 times of the control group treated with cisplatin.
For other types of nanomaterials, such as AuNPs, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, QDs, carbon nanotubes, and graphene-related materials, drugs were normally attached or absorbed on the surface of these nanomaterials through π-π stacking, hydrophobic interaction or covalent conjugation. AuNPs attracted great attention in biomedicine because of their inert and non-toxic properties. AuNPs can accumulate in tumor tissues through the EPR effect. Furthermore, with modification of aptamers on the surface, they can actively target and deliver drugs into tumor cells and tissues. Luo et al. developed an aptamer/hairpin DNA-AuNPs (apt/hp-AuNPs) complex for the delivery of DOX by intercalating into the DNA strands. [120] The modification of aptamers on the surface of AuNPs was carried by the strong binding of Au-thiol interaction. The resultant target apt/hp-AuNPs released DOX into cells once they were irradiated with 532 nm laser, inducing at least 3 times higher cytotoxicity to target cells compared with that of the hp-AuNPs. In addition, Zheng et al. recently fabricated a novel AuNPs-aptamer based drug delivery system to increase the drug payload ( Figure 12 ). [121] Triggered by the initiator, two monomer hairpin DNA strands assembled on the surface of AuNPs to form the AuNPs-spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) complex. AS1411 aptamers were hybridized with the SNAs and DOX could be intercalated into the SNAs on the surface of AuNPs for delivering to target cancer cells. Meanwhile, for other widely used nanoparticles, such as superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, and graphene-related materials, they all have special functions regarding the imaging ability (superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and quantum dots) and therapeutic ability (carbon nanotubes, gold nanorod, and graphene-related materials). Therefore, in most cases, their intrinsic properties combining with the delivery of other functional drugs were used in many studies and will be discussed in the following "theranostics using aptamers" section. [64, 99] 
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT)
Photo-induced cancer therapeutic strategies include photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT). They both use laser irradiation to trigger the therapeutic effect. Therefore, the selective irradiation in the tumor tissues ensured the selectivity and decreased the side effect to some extent. However, in order to deliver the therapeutic agents to the target tissue, aptamers were also modified for active targeting.
PDT contained three essential elements, photosensitizer, oxygen and irradiation. With the irradiation of a certain wavelength laser, photosensitizer absorbs the energy and transfers the energy to the surrounded oxygen, which forms singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen is a very active oxidizer which can destroy functional proteins and nuclear acid in cells, eventually inducing cell death. Two main limitations of present photosensitizers for cancer therapy are their poor targeting efficiency and hydrophobic property. Therefore, aptamer conjugates were used for targeting delivery of photosensitizers. [122] For instance, Mallikaratchy et al. conjugated a second-generation photosensitizer, chlorin e6 (Ce6), with aptamer TD05 that specific targeted to Ramos cells. [123] The resulted TD05-Ce6 complex showed higher cell cytotoxicity to Ramos cells than that to other control cells. Furthermore, Yang et al. fabricated an aptamer-Ce6 complex coupled with conjugation of angiogenin, [124] which led to high specificity and internalization in target cells, inducing enhanced therapeutic efficiency. Recently, Han et al. engineered a cell-surface aptamer circuit to achieve PDT for target cancer cells. [31] In this work, the quenched photosensitizers could be trigged by the binding of aptamers and target cancer cells, resulting in an amplification of photodynamic therapeutic effects and reduced toxicity to nearby healthy cells. Nanomaterials were also used for the delivery of photosensitizers for PDT. Zhu et al. covalently conjugated the Ce6 with a thrombin-targeted aptamer. [74] The combination of the aptamer-Ce6 with carbon nanotubes was used for the generation of singlet oxygen with a controllable manner using thrombin.
Photothermal therapy (PTT) is similar to PDT. The photosensitizer in PTT releases the energy absorbed from the irradiation as heat to increase the localized temperature. Cancer cells are killed by the increased temperature around photosensitizer. The widely used photosensitizers for PTT are nanomaterials, which include gold nanorod, gold nanoshell, carbon nanotube and graphene-related materials. [125, 126] These nanomaterials could be delivered to cancer tissues through the EPR effect. Moreover, by modification with targeting ligands, they could be selectively targeted to the cancer cells. Therefore, aptamer-conjugated nanomaterials for PTT had great potential in cancer therapy. For instance, Huang et al. conjugated multiple copies of sgc8 aptamers on the surface of Au-Ag nanorod, which were used for specifically targeting to CEM cells. [127] Although carbon nanotubes and graphene-related nanomaterials have been used for PTT in cancer therapy, the conjugations of these nanomaterials with aptamers were rarely reported. This might be one of the promising directions for discovery of novel targeting therapeutic agents with aptamers.
Interestingly, Wang et al. developed a gold nanorods (AuNRs)-based therapeutic nanocomposite for both PDT and PTT. [128] As shown in Figure 13 , hairpin DNA strands contained sgc8 aptamers were assembled on the surface of AuNRs, and the photosensitizer, Ce6, was modified on the other end of the DNA strand. Therefore, the PDT process of Ce6 would be inhibited without the introduction of target cells, which dramatically reduced the dark toxicity of PDT. However, when targeted CEM cells were recognized by sgc8 aptamers, the conformation of the hairpin DNA strand changed to bind to CEM cells. As a result, the PDT effect of Ce6 was triggered by the irradiation in the presence of CEM cells. Meanwhile, the irradiation could lead to PTT effects of gold nanorod on the CEM cell. The synergetic functions of PDT and PTT greatly enhanced the therapy efficiency and the usage of aptamers increased the selectivity to cancer cells.
Due to the large surface area and unique chemical and physical properties, nanomaterials are promising in fabricating multifunctional therapeutic agents for cancer treatment. By modifying aptamers on the surface of nanomaterials, they could dramatically enhance the targeting efficiency. On the other hand, the conformation changes of aptamers when they recognized targets provide a platform to design the "switch" for both imaging and therapy. Therefore, the aptamer-nanomaterials system will be an interesting direction for the treatment of cancer. 
Aptamer-siRNA
Small interfering RNAs (siRNA) are short RNA molecules that can induce the cleavage of functional mRNA through RNA-interference. Therefore, siRNA has been used for therapeutic gene silence for several diseases, especially cancer. However, the enhancement of target efficiency with siRNA to selective target cancer cells is an urgent direction for further development. Coupling with aptamers, siRNA can selectively target cancer cells for efficient therapy.
There are several different strategies to form aptamer-siRNA conjugates. In 2006, Mcnamara et al. conjugated aptamer of PSMA with siRNA for the therapeutics of cancer cells. [129] Because aptamers and siRNA have the similar chemical compositions, they can be connected easily with each other through the linker. The aptamer-siRNA chimera in this work not only retained the target ability of the aptamer for PSMA expressed cancer cells, but also kept the gene silencing effect for the relative mRNA expression more than 80%. With intratumoral injection in a xenograft mouse model of prostate cancer, the tumor volume treated with aptamer-siRNA chimera decreased dramatically compared to that of control groups. In order to improve target efficiency, stability of siRNA, silencing activity and specificity, Dassie et al. optimized the aptamer-siRNA chimera sequence. [130] Firstly, the aptamer sequences decreased from 71 to 39 nucleotides without effects on the specificity and binding affinity for PSMA. This facilitated the chemical synthesis of the aptamer-siRNA chimera. Secondly, the 3' end of siRNA was modified with a 2-nt (UU)-overhang to enhance the silencing activity and specificity. Moreover, a 20 kDa polyethylene glycol moiety was conjugated to the end of the siRNA passenger to increase the circulating half-life and bioavailability in vivo. When the optimized aptamer-siRNA chimera was injected through intraperitoneal route, a clear regression of PSMA expressed tumors was observed at the end of the treatment.
In addition to the aptamer-siRNA chimera, another aptamer-siRNA complex was fabricated by the introduction of streptavidin-biotin interactions. [131] As shown in Figure 14 , Chu et al. modified aptamers and siRNA with biotin separately, and then introduced the streptavidin to form an aptamers-biotin-streptavidin-biotin-siRNA complex. This aptamer-siRNA conjugate was efficiently internalized into the PSMA positive cancer cells, LNCaP cells. 50% gene inhibition of LNCaP cells was resulted with this aptamer-siRNA complex in 30 min after the incubation.
The third strategy to fabricate the aptamer-siRNA conjugate was using nanoparticles as the delivery vector. For instance, Zhao et al. synthesized nano-sized polyethyleneimine-citrate carriers for attaching aptamers and siRNA together. [132] Mixing the positive-charged polyethylenimine (PEI) and negative-charged sodium citrate formed the PEI nanoparticles, whose diameter was about 120 nm and surface zeta potential was about + 10 mV. After the introduction of aptamers and siRNA, they were incorporated into the PEI-citrate nanocore carries through electrostatic interaction. The resulting PEI nanoparticles-aptamer-siRNA complexes were used for silencing the expression of anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) in target human anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL). In 2011, Bagalkot et al. developed a QDs based aptamer-siRNA chimeras vector for enhancing targeting and silencing efficiency. [133] The application of nanomaterials for the delivery of aptamer-siRNA complexes was benefit from their high surface area, which could be modified with multiple aptamers and siRNAs on the same nanoparticle. Meanwhile, the nanoparticles could also protect aptamers and siRNAs from the digestion of nucleases. 
Theranostics Using Aptamers
Both diagnosis and therapy play important roles for increasing the survival rate of cancer patients. Therefore, multifunctional agents, with two or more functionalities, lead to the generation of an interdisciplinary field named theranostics. With the capacity of tumor imaging as well as therapeutic effect, theranostic agents may offer the opportunity for imaging-guided target therapy and monitoring the therapeutic response. According to the therapeutic efficiency, the treatment could be well adjusted for individual. Due to the large surface area and unique intrinsic properties of different types of nanomaterials, they have attracted great attention for the fabrication of theranostic agents for cancer diagnosis and therapy simultaneously. Meanwhile, aptamers were also modified on the surface of theranostic nanomaterials to increase the selectivity for cancer cells and reduce side effect to health cells.
In 2007, Bagalkot et al. developed a novel QDs-aptamer (Apt-doxorubicin conjugate (QD-Apt(DOX)) for cancer imaging, therapy and sensing ( Figure 15 ). [134] The fluorescence of QDs was firstly quenched due to the FRET effect between QDs and DOX that was carried on the surface of QDs. When target cancer cells were recognized by aptamers, the QD-Apt(DOX) was internalized in target cancer cells and DOX was released inside of cells. Meanwhile, the fluorescence of QD restored for imaging with the release of DOX. Furthermore, the chemotherapeutic effect of DOX was carried out to kill the target cells. In this work, the important development was the fabrication of the activatable probe which could dramatically decrease the background signal when the QDs were used to imaging the target cells. However, the intrinsic toxicity of the heavy metals in QDs arisens the concerns for further investigation in clinical practice before fully understanding their toxicity and pharmacokinetics. Therefore, some other nanomaterials were also tested as the theranostic agents in the past several years. AuNPs are inert, biocompatible nanomaterials that have been used in biomedicine. Meanwhile, the high atomic number of gold provides the potential of AuNPs used for CT imaging. Therefore, Kim et al. fabricated drug-loaded aptamer-AuNPs. [83] A capture DNA strand was firstly attached onto the surface through thiol group. Then, a PSMA aptamer with a 21-base (CGA)7 extension at the 3' end was hybridized with the capture DNA. Meanwhile, DOX was intercalated into the GC-rich duplex for delivery. The resulting AuNP-aptamer-DOX complex possessed CT imaging ability and anticancer therapy to target prostate cancer. With the modification of aptamers, the killing efficiency to target cancer cells of AuNP-aptamer-DOX complex was higher than that of non-target cells, suggesting target-specific drug delivery.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) were another type of nanomaterials have been used for the fabrication of theranostic agents because they can be used for magnetic isolation and MRI. In 2008, Wang et al. developed a SPION-aptamer bioconjugates coupled with DOX for selectively MRI imaging and chemotherapy to target cancer cells. [135] In this work, DOX was intercalated in aptamer strand, which was easily released into the non-target tissues. In contrast, Chen et al. proposed a porous hollow magnetite nanoparticle (PHMNP) to deliver DOX with multifunctions. [136] DOX was doped into the hollow core area of PHMNP and could be released in the low pH environment, such as in cancer cells. By in vitro treatment with this DOX-PHMNP-aptamer nanocomposites, target CEM cells were easily distinguished from the control cells with MRI imaging. And the therapeutic efficiency to CEM cells was facilitated by the application of aptamers for selective delivery and internalization. Furthermore, Yu et al. developed an Apt-hybr-TCL-SPION nanocomposite for the delivery of DOX in the LNCaP xenograft in mouse. [73] The in vivo studies of this work demonstrated the aptamer modified SPION had potential in prostate cancer-specific nanotheranostics with MRI and chemotherapeutic functions.
In addition, Fan et al. coated a layer of gold nanoshell on the SPION with further modification of dye-aptamer conjugate to form multifunctional nanocomposites in 2012 (Figure 16 ). [137] With the help of the external magnetic field, the target cancer cells could be recognized by the nanocomposites and extracted from the whole blood. Furthermore, the fluorescent dye modified at the end of aptamers could be used for fluorescence imaging of target cancer cells. The gold nanoshells wrapped the SPION generated high temperature with the irradiation for selectively PTT of cancer cells. Subsequently, the same group demonstrated a better photothermal effect to cancer cells by changing the smooth gold nanoshell to star shape gold nanoshells. [138] Although aptamer-based selective nanotheranostic agents are promising in cancer treatment, there are several hurdles that need to be overcome. First of all, most of these theranostic agents are demonstrated as proof-of-principle models, which have not been applied in in vivo trails. The EPR effect of nanomaterials and aptamer-guided active targeting provide excellent selectivity to cancer cells and tissues. However, their accumulation in other organs might lead to side effects on health tissues. Therefore, the second urgent concern about these theranostic agents is their toxicity and pharmacokinetics behavior.
Conclusions and Outlook
Aptamer, a novel specific binding tool to different types of target, has attracted a wide range of attention for disease diagnosis and therapy. In this review, we discussed the recent development of aptamers' selection and their applications for cancer diagnosis and therapy. For the diagnosis of cancer, several aptamers have been selected to bind the cancer-related proteins even cancer cells. Therefore, a large number of biosensors based on the strong binding affinity between aptamers and cancer markers have been developed. It is expected that these biosensors could detect the trace amount of cancer-related markers or cancer cells in patient blood with high selectivity and sensitivity. Moreover, coupled with novel nanomaterials, aptamers have been tested both in vitro and in vivo imaging of cancer cells and tissues. Meanwhile, different therapeutic agents, such as chemotherapeutic drugs, photosensitizers and siRNA, were conjugated with aptamers for target cancer therapy using different therapeutic strategies. Furthermore, theranostic agents that contained both imaging and therapeutic functions were also developed with the modification of aptamers to increase diagnosis accuracy and therapy efficiency.
There are several advantages of aptamers-conjugates for their usage in cancer diagnosis and therapy. First of all, high binding affinity of aptamers to targets promises high selectivity to cancer-related markers and cancer cells. This is the essential step for further sensing, imaging and therapy. Secondly, easy synthesis and modification of aptamers facilitate the fabrication of functional target composites, which provide the possibility to be used in the clinical practice. Moreover, when the aptamers are conjugated with nanomaterials, the intrinsic properties of nanomaterials enhance the sensitivity for diagnosis and imaging, and also provide an ideal platform for drug delivery.
However, the development of aptamers-based composites for cancer diagnosis and therapy is still in the early stage. There are several challenges that need to be addressed for applicable in clinical practice. 1) Most of the aptamer selection process is conducted in vitro with specific targets or cells. It is well known that the interaction between aptamers and targets is dependent on the conformation of aptamers. However, the conformation of aptamers can be greatly affected by physical and chemical environment. Therefore, the selected aptamers through in vitro SELEX might decrease or completely lose their binding ability to targets. 2) Although many successful cases have been published for cancer diagnosis and therapy using aptamer-based composites, most of them were carried out in the ideal buffer solution or in vitro culture. There were only a few reports that were investigated in animals. 3) Aptamer-nanomaterials composites are the major directions for cancer diagnosis and therapy. Aptamer-nanomaterials provided several advantages for imaging and drug delivery, and some critical properties, such as toxicity and pharmacokinetics, remain to be fully investigated before entering clinical practices. Reprinted with permission from ref. [137] . Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
